The government funded child welfare system is predicated on duality consciousness. Persons who work within these systems are given in many circumstances unchecked powers to intervene in the lives of families. In some circumstances injustices occur. In light of this understanding, I was asked by the Ascended Host to create a Prayer Call for the Transformation of Child Welfare. Please see the following Prayer Call below.

All My Relations.

**Clearing the Way for Divine Child Welfare**

**On the Planet:**

In the Name of the Almighty Presence, I AM, and through the Creative Fire pulsating in ever heart ...

I invoke Grandmother Spider, the Goddess of Liberty, the Goddess of Justice, the Goddess of Freedom, the Goddess of Victory, and the Goddess of Purity, Mother Mary, Quan Yin, White Buffalo Calf Woman, Corn Woman, Ancient Grand-Mother, Mariume, Mary Magdalene and all the Magdalenes that are Ascended and Free. I call also to all the Eloha and Elohim.

Blessed Ones, come forth now, and assist me with the most powerful cleansing activity Humanity and the Earth are capable of receiving during this Cosmic Moment. I unify my Heart Flame with the Heart Flames of every evolving soul’s I AM Presence. Through this force field of Light, I invoke the 5th-Dimensional frequencies of the Violet Transmuting Flame, and the Lavender Flame of Divine Justice. I also invoke the 5th-Dimensional Frequencies of the Cosmic White Flame, the Ruby-Golden and the Magenta Flames and Rays.

Blaze, blaze, blaze this Sacred Fire in, through and around all inharmonious actions, all lower human consciousness and all obstructions of the Light in, through and around all child welfare systems around the world.

Through the Divine Power of Forgiveness and Forgetfulness, Transmute this discordant energy cause, effect, record and memory NOW and FOREVER. BLAZE and SUSTAIN the Sacred Fire with the
power and might of a thousand Suns and the Cosmic Blue Lightening of Divine Will, Power, Faith and Authority from the Great Great Central Sun, in, through and around:

- All government systems that create and oversee child welfare legislation and the funding and administration of child welfare systems – today and forever.

- All government funded child welfare agencies – today and forever.

- All boards of directors, administrators, social workers, front-line and crisis intervention workers – today and forever.

- All persons impacted by child welfare systems – today and forever.

- All child welfare advocates and appeal processes – today and forever.

- All grass-roots and/or community-based child welfare initiatives – today and forever.

- All leaders associated with child welfare – today and forever.

- And THROUGH all persons who teach persons how to work within child welfare systems and/or about child welfare – today and forever.

Through the Supreme Mercy and Compassion of the Cosmic I AM – ALL THAT IS – we accept that through God’s Fiat the Divine Qualities of Illumination, Wisdom, Understanding, Enlightenment and Truth shall now rule, guide and protect all child welfare systems and initiatives throughout the Planet. God’s Will for the welfare of babies, children and youth throughout the world SHALL MANIFEST. The Divine Plan will be fulfilled. Through the Grace of God, Divine Child Welfare is the order of the new Cosmic Day for every country on Earth.

We so decree and accept it is done. And so it is. Beloved I AM.
(This Prayer call was influenced by Cota-Robles, 2007. This Prayer Call was created by the Hollow Bone -- Yellow Thundercloud Woman, August 1, 1013.)